
King Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals  

To make a difference within the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and beyond in the fields of sciences, 

engineering and business; we are committed to: 

a. graduating leaders who are knowledgeable, skillful, and productive members of society 

b. creating new knowledge that makes a scholarly impact, provides innovative solutions, and 

contributes to the national economy 

c. engaging our society, alumni, and partners, in valuable endeavors 

 

While the mission of almost every higher education institution is centered on the three key 

components of teaching, research, and community service, KFUPM is committed to making a 

difference in all that it does. This distinct contribution can be witnessed in the Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia and beyond, keeping its focus on the fields of sciences, engineering and business.  

KFUPM’s mission highlights the main characteristics of its graduates which should put them ahead 

of their peers.  Research will make a difference only when it is creative and innovative. While 

addressing global trends and making a scholarly impact in research, KFUPM is giving essential 

local needs appropriate attention.  Finally, KFUPM believes that engagement with society is an 

opportunity to partner with its key stakeholders, contribute to prosperity and intellectuality of the 

community, and enrich the experience of the KFUPM community. 

The mission of KFUPM is available at this link:  

http://www.kfupm.edu.sa/SitePages/en/Vision-mission-values.aspx 

 

The College of Computer Sciences and Engineering (CCSE) 

The mission of the college of Computer Sciences and Engineering is:  

 To prepare competent professionals in the areas specified in the college line of business, who are 

competitive worldwide and will be leaders in Saudi Industry, Academia and in the Government. 

 To conduct innovative basic and applied research that advances the frontiers of knowledge and 

address local problems. 

 To provide high quality service to society in the areas of applied projects, consultation and 

training. 

Computer Engineering Department (COE)  

Since it was established in 1986, the Computer Engineering Department has been a major provider 

of graduates to key employers in the kingdom, including Saudi Aramco, SABIC, Royal 

Commission for Jubail and Yanbu, STC, Mobily, Zain, Saudi Electric Company, CISCO, 

Advanced Electronics Company, Microsoft.  

The mission of the Computer Engineering Degree Program at KFUPM is to develop and train the 

human intellect needed for meeting the continued technological advances in the discipline of 

Computer Engineering and IT-related areas. This includes graduating well-trained computer 

engineers to participate in the industrial development which is taking place in the Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia. 

http://www.kfupm.edu.sa/SitePages/en/Vision-mission-values.aspx

